
   “The Michigan Model” 

Some highlights from the most recent RSQE Michigan forecast, released on April 6, 2018: 

The Michigan economy is now well into its ninth 
year of recovery. From yearend 2009 to yearend 
2017, the state averaged 68,900 job additions per 
year, an annual rate of 1.7 percent. That pace was 
a bit higher than the national average of 1.6 percent 
over the same period. During the past year, 
however, Michigan’s economy downshifted, 
adding 45,700 jobs for a pace of 1.1 percent. A 
slowdown in job growth is unsurprising given that 
the state’s unemployment rate averaged only 4.6 
percent in 2017. Even so, we believe the 
unemployment rate will continue to fall, reaching an 
average of 4.3 percent in 2019. 

We see job growth holding steady on an annual 
basis over the next two years, with growth of 1.1 
percent during each of 2018 and 2019. That tempo 
translates into gains of 47,300 jobs in 2018 and 
50,600 in 2019. 

We expect employment in manufacturing to stay 
roughly flat over the next two years, in line with 
Detroit Three vehicle sales. The professional and 
business services sector is the top job producer 
over the forecast period, as Michigan’s economy 
continues to become more knowledge-based. The 
construction industry also adds jobs at a healthy 
pace as Michigan’s residential building recovery 
continues despite rising mortgage rates.  

Detroit CPI inflation firmed from 1.6 percent in 2016 
to 2.1 percent last year. Based on a sharp uptick at 
the end of 2017, we are forecasting local prices to 
rise by 2.3 percent this year, the fastest pace since 
2011. Local inflation then moderates to 1.7 percent 
in 2019 as the recent run-up in energy prices fades 
into the rearview mirror. 

Personal income grew by 2.8 percent in 2016 and 
2.6 percent in 2017, with middling wage and salary 
income growth and slow growth of transfer income. 
We see income accelerating nicely from here, to 
4.2 percent in 2018 and 4.6 percent in 2019. Faster 
growth in both wage and salary income and 
property income contribute to the pickup in topline 
growth. It has certainly taken a while, but we 
believe a tighter labor market will finally lead to 
raises for Michigan workers. 

Real disposable income grew 1.3 percent in 2016, 
with ho-hum nominal growth. Real income growth 
then fell to a disappointing 0.4 percent in 2017 as 
inflation firmed. Fortunately, we forecast real 
disposable income growth to improve to 2.1 
percent this year, with faster nominal income 
growth and the cut in federal taxes. Real income 
growth then registers an even healthier 3.0 percent 
in 2019 with faster nominal growth and the retreat 
in inflation. 
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